ABSTRACT. We present criteria for irrationality of limits of convergent sequences of rational numbers, algebraic numbers of the same degree and of strictly increasing degrees.
Quickly convergent rational numbers sequences tend to converge to irrational limits. Many special cases of this phenomenon are known (e.g. [1, 4] ). In this paper we present sufficient conditions on the convergence of a rational numbers sequence, which are also necessary if some infinite system of inequalities on elements of the sequence is satisfied. The limit of this sequence is irrational, if and only if the infinite set of these inequalities are strict.
Similar criteria for irrationality of limits are obtained for sequences of algebraic numbers of the same degree and for sequences of algebraic numbers with strictly increasing degrees. To apply these criteria, it is sufficient to know only coefficients of minimal polynomials of elements of the sequence. These results are interesting also because it is little known about the approximation of an algebraic number by algebraic numbers of higher degrees (cf. [2] and its exposition in [3] ).
Lemma 1 contains the main idea of our proofs. Henceforth, Z denotes the set of integers and N denotes the set of positive integers. LEMMA 1. Let {Qn(x)}^L1 be a sequence of polynomials with integral coefficients and let a be a real number, such that Qn(a) ^ 0.
(a) Let all Qn be of the same degree. If there exists an no, such that for n > no PROOF. Suppose a = p/q is rational; p,q G Z,q> 0. Then Qn(a) = kn/qAesQn, kn G N. If Qn are of equal degree, then inequality (1) implies kno+m+i < kno+m, and for the infinite set of indices the last inequalities are strict, contrary to our hypothesis, which proves (a). If, for sufficiently large values of n, degQn+i > deg<2", then (3) \Qn+i(a)/Qn(a)\1/idesQ"^-desQ^ = (l/g)(*n+i/*n)1/(deg<i"+1-deg<3-).
Thus (2) and (3) imply that \imn->ookn+i/kn = 0. Hence, there exists ni such that for each m G N, kni+m < kni+m-i, which contradiction proves (b).
Below we choose polynomials Qn such that Qn(an) = 0, where {an}™=l is a sequence of algebraic numbers convergent to a. Lemma 2 aims to exclude the limit a from the irrationality criterion and to express it in terms of an. LEMMA 2. Let{an}^L1 be a convergent sequence of real numbers, let linin^oo an = a, and let cn (n G N) be real numbers such that oo (4) nc"=+°°-
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Let en = sign((a" -an_i)(an+i -an)). Suppose, that there exists no G N such that for each n > no, cn > 1,
Then, for all n > no,
|a-a"|c"/|o-a"_i| < 1.
The inequality (7) for some index ni > no is strict if and only if either the sequence {an}n^n -i îs n°t monotonous or there exists some index n2 > ni such that the inequality (5) for the index n2 is strict.
PROOF. We may write the inequality (5) in the following form:
The inequality (8) implies
(The inequalities may be verified by elementary calculations for each combination of signs of (an -an_i), (an+i -a") separately; an -a"_i ^ 0, an+i -an ^ 0 by (6).) Adding (an -an_i) to both sides of inequalities (9) and (10) and substituting (an -an-i)sign(a" -an-i) for \a" -an_i|, we have
We may write (11) as dn+i >dn + (a.n-i -an), en+i <en + (an_i -an),
Applying each of these inequalities twice for indices n and n + 1, one obtains
Proceeding inductively one obtains
for all k G N. We now prove that
Indeed, gn = max(|dn|, |en|) = cn\an -an_i|/(cn -1). It follows from (8) that for all n > no ¡7n+i < gn/cn-So for each n > no + 1
This inequality together with (4) yields limfc_+0O gk = 0, which implies (13). Passing to the limit in (12) as k -» +oo we have (14) dn +an_i -a < 0, en +a"_i -a > 0. Now note that sign(an -a"_i) = sign(a -on_i) for each n > no by (14), because signdn = signe« = sign(an -an_i). Using this fact and substituting expressions for dn, en into (14), after elementary calculations one obtains
Obviously (15) implies (7). It follows easily from the proof that (7) is an equality if and only if, for all indices m > n, (4) is equality and the sequence {ak}kxLn_1 is monotonous (because otherwise we use a strict inequality (9) or (10) for some index in the process of demonstration). This completes the proof of Lemma 2. THEOREM 1. Let an = pn/qn, Pn,9n G Z, qn+i > qn > 0, lim"_+0O an = a. Let en = sign((an+i -an)(a" -an_i)).
Suppose there exists no G N such that, for all n > no, an ^ ara_i and 
Let 7V*i be the set of indices n such that inequality (19) is strict, and let N2 be the set of indices n such that sign(xn+i) ^ sign(x"). 
